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INTRODUCTION

Energy efficiency in Europe: 

Where are we and what is the potential?
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Introduction

Since the 1970s, energy efficiency has contributed more to our economic 

prosperity than any other single source of energy supply. This is the power of a 

million small, and often invisible, actions

Ambitious energy savings will be one of the prerequisites for a low-carbon 

economy in Europe

The European Union recognises the importance of energy savings and has set a 

policy target of achieving 20% energy savings by 2020 and 27% by 2030, as 

compared to business as usual energy use

The interpretation of the energy savings target in EU law is much weaker than for 

the other two pillars of the EU climate package: greenhouse gases (GHG) and 

renewable energy. As a result, evidence suggested that the energy savings target 

would be missed by a wide margin and new legislation was put in place in 2012 

(The Energy Efficiency Directive)
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Energy Efficiency and the low-carbon economy
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Remaining Energy Efficiency potential in different 

sectors
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EU ENERGY EFFICIENCY POLICY
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Energy Policy in Europe

2003 Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS)

2004 Directive 2004/8/EC – Promotion of Cogeneration

2005 Hampton Court – call for common and integrated EU energy policy

2006 Directive 2006/32/EC - Energy Services Directive (ESD)

2007 Treaty of Lisbon

2008 European Union Climate and Energy Package

2009 Regulation No 443/2009 – Emission performance standards for new passenger cars

2009 Directive 2009/125/EC – Eco-Design Directive (recast)

2010 Directive 2010/30/EU – Energy-Labelling Directive

2010 Directive 2010/31/EU - Energy Performance of Building Directive (EPBD - recast)

2012 Directive 2012/27/EU – Energy Efficiency Directive (EED)
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Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU-ETS)
It covers approximately 45% of the greenhouse gas emissions within the EU: more 
than 11,000 installations in 31 countries and 6 major industrial sectors, as well as 
airlines

The goal: to cap the emissions for different sectors. Each year, the amount of 
carbon that can be emitted is reduced, putting pressure on firms to lower their 
emissions by investing in efficiency measures or buying allowances from other 
emitters.

The EU ETS works on the 'cap and trade' principle. A 'cap', or limit, is set on the 
total amount of certain greenhouse gases that can be emitted by the factories, 
power plants and other installations in the system. The cap is reduced over time so 
that total emissions fall.

The system produces a price for carbon. Proponents of emissions trading point 
out that the least expensive solution will always be chosen. For example, it might 
be cheap for utility firm ABC to shut down a very old coal plant and switch to 
natural gas or renewables to replace that capacity. As a result, ABC might not emit 
as much carbon as it holds in carbon certificates, so it could sell the unused 
certificates to utility firm XYZ, which has a relatively new coal plant in operation but 
needs to purchase a few allowances nonetheless.
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Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU-ETS)

The motivation behind EU ETS

By putting a price on carbon and thereby giving a financial value to each tonne of 

emissions saved, the EU ETS envisaged to place climate change on the agenda of 

company boards and their financial departments across Europe.

A sufficiently high carbon price could promote investment in clean, low-carbon 

technologies.

In allowing companies to buy international credits, the EU ETS also acts as a 

major driver of investment in clean technologies and low-carbon solutions, 

particularly in developing countries.

First trade

First trade under a forward market of the EU-ETS was made on February 27 2003 

by Shell Trading and NUON (a large Dutch utility), even though EU-ETS did not 

begin until January 2005
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Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU-ETS)
History of the EU ETS

1992

1997

2005

2005

Kyoto Protocol signed in 

1997, committing 

industrialised nations to an 

averaged 5.2% reduction 

from 1990 levels by 2012

With ratification by the 

EU nations, Canada, 

Japan, New Zealand 

and now Russia, the 

Kyoto Protocol went 

into effect on Feb 16, 

2005.

Origins date back to 

1992: 180 countries 

signed the United 

Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate 

Change 
Under the Kyoto treaty 

the existing EU-15 

nations agreed to meet 

their commitment of an 

8% GHG emissions 

reduction collectively. 

 Despite considerable reductions in the UK and Germany, by 2000 many EU countries 

had difficulty slowing and reducing their GHG emissions.

 As a result the EU-ETS was enacted as one of the policy measures to enable the EU to 

meet its Kyoto targets 
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Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU-ETS)
Launched in 2005 in a pilot phase, it was comprehensively revised in 2009/2010

The price of carbon remained low, thus giving little financial incentive to switch from 
coal to low carbon fuels

A number of design flaws have kept the system from being more successful:

• when the pilot phase began in 2005, a generous volume of certificates was handed 
out for free to major emitters  higher power prices as firms charged consumers for 
the value of the certificates they had received for free. 

• Since 2013, certificates are no longer allotted for free but are instead all auctioned 
off for the power sector

• ETS also faces a challenge in the form of a growing surplus of allowances, largely 
because of the economic crisis 

• In November 2013, the EU managed to improve the situation temporarily – in a 
process called “backloading” – essentially, postponing the issue of new carbon 
emission allowances to create a short-term increase in supply.

• Current carbon price at €6/ton, much lower than the 30-50 euros originally 
envisioned in 2005
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Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU-ETS)
The EU ETS moving forward

The flagship project to prevent market shocks such as the price collapse of 2008-

2009 is the so-called “market stability reserve”. This would start in 2021 and 

remove or return allowances to the market depending on the size of the surplus.

If this plan is approved, prices could rise to nearly €9 by 2020 and €48 by 2030, 

according to Thomson Reuters Point Carbon, a research group.
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Directive 2004/8/EC

Cogeneration:

• Production of both heat (steam or hot water) and electricity

• Using gas turbines or engines

• Fuelled by natural gas, renewable energy sources or waste

• Exhaust gases cooled to release their energy into a hot water or steam circuit

• Energy efficiency levels of ca. 90% achievable

• Other advantages: improved security of supply, reduced losses on the electrical 

grid, increased competition among electricity suppliers, save energy in isolated 

or extremely remote areas, etc.

Directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 February 2004 on 

the Promotion of Cogeneration based on a Useful Heat Demand in the Internal Energy Market
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Directive 2004/8/EC

Promotion and facilitation of cogeneration:

• Short-term objective: consolidate existing cogeneration installations and 

promote new plants

• Medium- to long-term objective: create framework for high-efficiency 

cogeneration to reduce CO2 emissions and contribute to sustainable 

development

 Existing examples of regulatory developments in certain Member States:

• Belgium: green certificates and cogeneration quotas

• Spain: Decree on sale of cogeneration electricity

• Germany: Law on cogeneration

 Common European framework needed to promote cogeneration in all Member 

States
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Directive 2004/8/EC

EC established harmonised efficiency reference values for separate production of 

electricity and heat

MS must ensure that the origin of electricity produced from high-efficiency 

cogeneration can be guaranteed according to objective, transparent and non-

discriminatory criteria

MS must ensure that the guarantee of origin of electricity enables producers to 

demonstrate that the electricity they sell is produced from high-efficiency 

cogeneration

MS must analyse the national potential for high-efficiency cogeneration application
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Hampton Court

Informal European Council on 27 October 2005 at Hampton Court (UK)

EU Heads of State and Government + José Manuel Barroso (EC President)

Crucial talks on the future of the EU: social Europe, innovation and globalisation

First approval of a mandatory and comprehensive European energy policy
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Directive 2006/32/EC

EU Energy Services Directive = EU ESD

Make the end-use of energy more economic and efficient by:

• Establishing indicative targets, incentives and the institutional, financial and 

legal frameworks needed to eliminate market barriers and imperfections 

preventing efficient end-use of energy

• Creating conditions for the development and promotion of a market for energy 

services and for the delivery of energy-saving programmes and other measures 

aimed at improving end-use energy efficiency

Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 April 2006 on 

Energy End-Use Efficiency and Energy Services
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Directive 2006/32/EC

Directive applies to:

• Distribution and retail sale of energy

• Delivery of measures to improve end-use energy efficiency

• Exception: activities included in the greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme 

and (to a certain extent) armed forces

• Targets: retail sale, supply and distribution of extensive grid-based energy 

carriers (electricity, natural gas, district heating, heating oil, coal and lignite, 

forestry and agricultural energy product, transport fuels)
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Directive 2006/32/EC

General targets for saving energy:

• MS must adopt and achieve an indicative energy saving target of 9% by 2016 in 

the framework of a National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP)

• MS must appoint one or more new or existing independent public sector 

authorities to ensure overall monitoring of the process set-up to achieve these 

targets

Public sector purchasing policy:

• MS must ensure that the public sector adopts measures to improve energy 

efficiency, inform the public and businesses of the measures adopted and 

promote the exchange of good practices

• MS must appoint one or more new or existing organisations to carry out 

administrative, management and implementation duties in order to meet their 

obligations
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Directive 2006/32/EC

Promotion of energy end-use efficiency and energy services:

• MS must ensure that energy distributors, distribution system operators and 

energy retail businesses that sell electricity, natural gas, heating oil and district 

heating:

− Refrain from any activity hampering the supply of energy services, 

programmes improving energy efficiency and other measures aimed at 

improving general energy efficiency

− Supply information to their final customers to develop and implement 

programmes to improve energy efficiency 

− Offer and promote energy services to their final customers or offer and 

promote energy audits and/or measures to improve energy efficiency or 

contribute to the financial instruments for improving energy efficiency (possibly 

supported by voluntary agreements or other market-based measures provided 

by MS)
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Directive 2006/32/EC

Promotion of energy end-use efficiency and energy services (continued):

• MS must ensure that market operators are provided with transparent 

information on programmes and measures to improve energy efficiency

• MS must repeal or amend national legislative provisions which impede or 

restrict the use of financial instruments or other measures for making energy 

savings on the energy services market

• MS must develop high-quality energy auditing systems for all final customers

• MS must ensure that end-users are provided with competitively priced individual 

metering and informative billing showing their actual energy consumption

• MS must draw up reports in 2011 and 2014 on the administration and 

implementation of this Directive
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Treaty of Lisbon

International agreement amending the constitutional basis of the EU

Signed by EU Member States on 13 December 2007 in Lisbon (Portugal)

Move from unanimity to qualified majority voting, EU Bill of Rights, Charter of 

Fundamental Rights, explicit right of Member States to leave the EU, …

Legal basis for European energy policy:

• Aims supported by market-based tools (mainly taxes, subsidies and the CO2

emissions trading scheme)

• Development of energy technologies (especially technologies for energy 

efficiency and renewable or low-carbon energy)

• Community financial instruments
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European Union Climate and Energy Package

Plan launched in March 2007 and adopted by the European Parliament in 

December 2008

Range of measures adopted by EU Member States to fight against climate change

Focus on emission cuts, renewables and energy efficiency

Known as the “20-20-20 targets by 2020”:

• 20% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels

• 20% increase in renewable resources share in energy production

• 20% improvement in energy efficiency
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Regulation No 443/2009

Road transport emissions: a big challenge

Road transport contributes about one-fifth of the EU's total emissions of carbon 
dioxide (CO2), the main greenhouse gas. 

While these emissions fell by 3.3% in 2012, they are still 20.5% higher than in 
1990. 

Transport is the only major sector in the EU where greenhouse gas emissions are 
still rising.

Light-duty vehicles – cars and vans – produce around 15% of the EU's emissions 
of CO2 from transportation 

• Targets for 2015 (for cars) and 2017 (for vans) were achieved already in 2013.

Heavy-duty vehicles – trucks and buses – are responsible for about a quarter of 
CO2 emissions from road transport in the EU and for some 6% of total EU 
emissions.

• Despite some improvements in fuel consumption efficiency in recent years, 
these emissions are still rising, mainly due to increasing road freight traffic.
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Regulation No 443/2009
Reducing CO2 emissions from passenger cars

EU legislation sets mandatory emission reduction targets for new cars  the 

cornerstone of the EU's strategy to improve the fuel economy of cars sold on the 

European market. 

2015 target

The law requires that the new cars registered in the EU do not emit more than an 

average of 130 grams of CO2
* per kilometre (g CO2/km) by 2015.

• This means a fuel consumption of around 5.6 litres per 100 km (l/100 km) of 

petrol or 4.9 l/100 km of diesel.

2021 target

By 2021, phased in from 2020, the fleet average to be achieved by all new cars 

is 95 grams of CO2 per kilometre.

• This means a fuel consumption of around 4.1 l/100 km of petrol or 3.6 l/100 km 

of diesel.

* Average emissions level of a new car sold in 2014 was 123.4 g CO2/km, well below the 2015 target. Since monitoring started under current legislation in 

2010, emissions have decreased by 17 g CO2/km (12 %).
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Regulation No 443/2009

Penalty payments for excess emissions

If the average CO2 emissions of a manufacturer's fleet exceed its limit value in any 

year from 2012, the manufacturer has to pay an excess emissions premium for 

each car registered.

This premium amounts to:

• €5 for the first g/km of exceeding the limit

• €15 for the second g/km

• €25 for the third g/km

• €95 for each subsequent g/km.

From 2019, the cost will be €95 from the first gram of exceeding the limit and 

onwards.
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Regulation No 443/2009

Additional incentives

• Eco-innovations

− To encourage eco-innovation, manufacturers can be granted emission credits 
equivalent to a maximum emissions saving of 7g CO2 /km per year for their fleet if 
they equip vehicles with innovative technologies

− These eco-innovation credits will be maintained for the 2021 target

• Super credits

− The cars Regulation gives manufacturers additional incentives to produce vehicles 
with extremely low emissions (below 50g CO2 /km).

− Each low-emitting car is counted as
− 3.5 vehicles in 2012 and 2013
− 2.5 in 2014
− 1.5 in 2015
− 1 from 2016 to 2019

− Super-credits will also apply in the second stage of emission reductions, from 2020 
to 2023
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Regulation No 443/2009

CO2 labelling of cars

EU Member States are required to ensure that relevant information is provided to 
consumers, including a label showing a car's fuel efficiency and CO2 emissions

More specifically, the directive requires:

• A label showing fuel economy and CO2 emissions to be attached to all new cars 
or displayed nearby at the point of sale;

• A poster or display to be exhibited showing prominently the official fuel 
consumption and CO2 emissions data of all new car models displayed or offered 
for sale or lease at or through the respective point of sale;

• A guide on fuel economy and CO2 emissions from new cars to be produced in 
consultation with manufacturers at least annually. The guide should be available 
free of charge at the point of sale and from a designated body within each 
Member State;

• All promotional literature to contain the official fuel consumption and specific 
CO2 emissions data for the passenger car model to which it refers.
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Regulation No 443/2009

Reducing CO2 emissions from vans

Vans ('light commercial vehicles') account for around 12% of the EU market for 

light-duty vehicles.

The Vans Regulation limits CO2 emissions from new vans to a fleet average of 175 

grams of CO2 per kilometre by 2017 – with the target phased in from 2014 - and 

147 g CO2 /km by 2020. 

The legislation affects light commercial vehicles, which means vehicles used to 

carry goods weighing up to 3.5 tonnes (vans and car-derived vans, known as "N1") 

and which weigh less than 2610 kg when empty.
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Regulation No 443/2009

Penalty payments for excess emissions for vans

If the average CO2 emissions of a manufacturer's fleet exceed its limit value in any 

year from 2014, the manufacturer has to pay an excess emissions premium for 

each van registered. This premium amounts to: 

• €5 for the first g/km of exceeding the limit, 

• €15 for the second g/km, 

• €25 for the third g/km, and 

• €95 for each subsequent g/km. 

From 2019 onwards, the cost will be €95 from the first gram of exceeding the limit 

and onwards.
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Regulation No 443/2009

Super credits for vans

The vans Regulation temporarily gives manufacturers additional incentives to 

produce vehicles with extremely low emissions (below 50g/km). 

Each low-emitting van will be counted as

• 3.5 vehicles in 2014 and 2015, 

• 2.5 in 2016, 1.5 vehicles in 2017 and then 

• 1 vehicle from 2018 onwards. 

This approach will help manufacturers further reduce the average emissions of 

their new van fleet. They will be able to claim this 'super credit' for a maximum of 

25,000 vans over the 2014-17 period.
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Directive 2009/125/EC

Key dates

• 2005 onwards: Commission issues tenders for preparatory studies for 14 

categories of energy using products as basis for implementing measures

• 2008: The Commission established a working plan setting out an indicative list 

of product groups which will be considered as priorities for the adoption of 

implementing measures between 2009 and 2011.

• 20 Nov 2009: Revised Ecodesign Directive entered into force.

• 2012: Working plan for 2012-2014 was released.
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Directive 2009/125/EC

Framework to set mandatory ecological requirements for energy-using and energy-

related products sold in all EU MS

Complemented by the Energy Labelling Directive

Scope currently covers over 40 product groups: boilers, light-bulbs, TVs, fridges, 

windows, insulation materials, certain water-using products, etc.

Ultimate aim: manufacturers of energy-using products will – at the design stage –

be obliged to reduce the energy consumption and other negative environmental 

impacts (materials use, water use, polluting emissions, waste issues, recyclability) 

of products

Directive 2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 October 2009 

Establishing a Framework for the Setting of Eco-design Requirements for Energy-Related 

Products
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Directive 2009/125/EC

Ecodesign Directive = Framework Directive: it does not directly set minimum 

ecological requirements

Ecological requirements are adopted through specific implementing measures for 

each group of products:

• Based on EU internal market rules governing which products may be placed on 

the market

• Manufacturers marketing an energy-using product covered by an implementing 

measure need to ensure that it conforms to the energy and environmental 

standards set out by the measure

• All non-compliant products are banned from being sold in all MS (e.g. 

incandescent lamps)
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Directive 2009/125/EC

MS must ensure that products bearing the CE marking may be placed on the 

market

MS must designate the authorities responsible for market surveillance

Importers of products from outside the EU must ensure that the product placed on 

the market complies with this Directive

Before putting a product on the market, a CE marking must be affixed

Conformity assessment procedures must be specified by the implementing 

measures
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Directive 2009/125/EC 

All energy using products sold in the domestic, commercial and industrial sectors 

with the exception of all means of transport which are covered by other legislation. 

Manufacturers who begin marketing an energy using product covered by an 

implementing measure in the EU area have to ensure that it conforms to the 

energy and environmental standards set out by the measure

• Windows (19 Mtoe / year of savings on heating fuels)

• Water-using products such as taps and showerheads 

(21 Mtoe / year of savings on water heating and 

water distribution)

• Steam boilers (4 Mtoe / year)

• Power cables (4 Mtoe / year of savings on electricity 

distribution losses)

• Enterprise servers and data storage (3 Mtoe / year)

• Smart meters (potential to be assessed)

• Wine storage appliances (as addition to measures 

already covering fridges and freezes).

• Positive displacement pumps (6 Mtoe / year)

• Fractional horse power motors below 200 Watt (6 

Mtoe / year)

• Heating controls (8 Mtoe / year of savings on heating 

fuels)

• Lighting controls (14 Mtoe / year of savings on 

electricity for lighting)

• Thermal insulation for buildings

• Power generating equipment below 50 MW.

Product groups in focus Possible future product groups
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Directive 2009/125/EC

The process of the Ecodesign ErP (Energy related Products) directive

Source: ECEEE
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Directive 2010/30/EU

Framework for mandatory labelling and consumer information regarding energy 

consumption

Initially established for household appliances (white goods)

Scope extended to energy-related products that are likely to have a direct or 

indirect impact on the consumption of energy and other resources during use 

(except transport)

Products are ranked according to their energy consumption on a scale from A to G 

with colours from dark green to red

The extension of the scope from energy-using to energy-related products 

(including construction products) means that the Directive covers any good having 

an impact on energy consumption during use.

Some products do not consume energy but "have a significant direct or indirect 

impact" on energy savings. Examples are window glazing and outer doors.

Directive 2010/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the 

Indication by Labelling and Standard Product Information of the Consumption of Energy and 

Other resources by Energy-Related Products
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Directive 2010/30/EU

MS must accompany the introduction of energy labels 

by educational and promotional information campaigns

MS must ensure that manufacturers of products under 

this Directive provide these products with a label and an 

information fiche

MS must ensure that dealers display the energy labels 

properly

MS must ensure that for distance selling the energy 

labels are provided before buying a product
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Directive 2010/30/EU 

Seven classes and colours

The layout of the energy efficiency label gives room to up to three new energy classes 
to reflect technological progress

The principle of the energy labelling system is that the energy label starts with the 
classes A to G.

The new Energy Labelling Directive introduces new efficiency classes A+, A++ and 
A+++ on top of the existing A grade for the most energy-efficient household products. 
The most efficient class is represented by A+++.

However, total number of classes is still be limited to seven. The "A" to "G" scale to may 
thus appear as follows:

• If the highest class is classified as A+, the lowest class will be F.

• If the highest class is classified as A++, the lowest class will be E.

• If the highest class is classified as A+++, the lowest class will be D.

The labelling colour scheme is adjusted accordingly, so that the highest energy 
efficiency class remains dark green and the lowest energy efficient class is red.
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Directive 2010/30/EU

Benefits of Ecodesign and the Energy Labelling Directives 

The Ecodesign and the Energy Labelling Directives have given tremendous 

benefits for the European environment, economy and consumers. 

The expected savings until 2020 are 366 TWh, equal to 12% of EU power demand 

or 10 times the entire power demand of Denmark. 

In addition comes other environmental benefits, such as cleaner air from regulation 

of solid fuel, limits of the use of strong greenhouse gases as refrigerants and 

others.
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Directive 2010/30/EU

Source: Cool Products: http://www.coolproducts.eu/

http://www.coolproducts.eu/
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Directive 2010/30/EU

Source: Cool Products: http://www.coolproducts.eu/

http://www.coolproducts.eu/
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Directive 2010/30/EU

Dissemination of Ecodesign and Energy labelling Directives

The following organisations are active in the field of ecodesign and labelling in 
different ways. 

• CLASP: identifies expertise and information in the field of Standards and Labels 
for appliances and provides governments and partners with the best available 
technical information.

• ECOS: coordinates the involvement of Environmental NGOs in the ecodesign 
process and works to enhance the voice of environmental protection in the 
standardisation processes.

• Topten: presents the most energy efficient products in each category. 
Consumers, professional buyers and policy makers can get information on 
benchmarking, procurement criteria and available products in different 
countries.

• Coolproducts: The Coolproducts campaign works for ambitious minimum 
energy efficiency and environmental requirements for products sold in the EU. 
The Coolproducts web site aims to inform and engage people in an informative 
and understandable way.
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Energy Policy in Europe

2003 Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS)

2004 Directive 2004/8/EC – Promotion of Cogeneration

2005 Hampton Court – call for common and integrated EU energy policy

2006 Directive 2006/32/EC - Energy Services Directive (ESD)

2007 Treaty of Lisbon

2008 European Union Climate and Energy Package

2009 Regulation No 443/2009 – Emission performance standards for new passenger cars

2009 Directive 2009/125/EC – Eco-Design Directive (recast)

2010 Directive 2010/30/EU – Energy-Labelling Directive

2010 Directive 2010/31/EU - Energy Performance of Building Directive (EPBD - recast)

2012 Directive 2012/27/EU – Energy Efficiency Directive (EED)



DIRECTIVE 2010/31/EU

Energy Performance of Buildings
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Directive 2010/31/EU

Building stock in EU

Buildings are responsible for 40% of energy consumption and 36% of 

CO2 emissions in the EU, making the energy consumption reduction in this area a 

priority under the “20-20-20” objectives on energy efficiency. 

While new buildings generally need less than three to five litres of heating oil per 

square meter per year, older buildings consume about 25 litres on average. Some 

buildings even require up to 60 litres.

Currently, about 35% of the EU's buildings are over 50 years old. By improving the 

energy efficiency of buildings, total EU energy consumption could reduce by 5% to 

6% and CO2 emissions could be lowered by about 5%
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Directive 2010/31/EU

First published in 2002, it required all EU countries to enhance their building 

regulations and to introduce energy certification schemes for buildings. 

With the adoption of the recast EPBD in 2010 (Directive 2010/31/EU), EU Member 

States faced new tough challenges: 

• Foremost among them, moving towards new and retrofitted nearly-zero energy 

buildings by 2020 (2018 in the case of Public buildings); 

• The application of a cost-optimal methodology for setting minimum 

requirements for both the envelope and the technical systems;

• Requirements to have inspections of boilers and air-conditioners.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:153:0013:0035:EN:PDF
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Directive 2010/31/EU

Energy performance of a building: the calculated or measured amount of energy 
needed to meet the energy demand associated with a typical use of the building, 
which includes energy used for heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water and lighting. 

• Objective: Nearly zero-energy buildings

 By 31 December 2020, all new buildings shall be nearly zero-energy 
consumption buildings. New buildings occupied and owned by public authorities 
shall comply with the same criteria by 31 December 2018.

 The Commission encourages increasing the numbers of this type of building by 
putting in place national plans, which include:

 the Member State’s application in practice of the definition of nearly zero-
energy buildings

 the intermediate targets for improving the energy performance of new 
buildings by 2015

 information on the policies and financial measures adopted to encourage 
improving the energy performance of buildings
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Directive 2010/31/EU

Implementation timeline of EPBD
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Article 3: Methodology for calculating the energy 

performance of buildings

Member States shall adopt, either at national or regional level, a methodology for 

calculating the energy performance of buildings which takes into account certain 

elements, specifically:

• the thermal characteristics of a building (thermal capacity, insulation, etc.);

• heating insulation and hot water supply;

• the air-conditioning installation;

• the built-in lighting installation;

• indoor climatic conditions.

The positive influence of other aspects such as local solar exposure, natural 

lighting, electricity produced by cogeneration and district or block heating or 

cooling systems are also taken into account.
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Examples from the UK – Calculation Procedures

National calculation methodology (NCM):

• Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) for dwellings

• Simplified Building Energy Model (SBEM) for non-domestic buildings

• Approved software tools to produce EPCs and DECs

• Methods of calculating energy performance of buildings, target emission rates, 

building emission rates, asset ratings and operational ratings
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Article 4: Setting of minimum energy performance 

requirements 

The 1000m2 threshold for major renovation has been deleted and this will take 

effect when the national regulations have been implemented and applied

Minimum requirements for components are introduced for all replacements and 

renovations, although for major renovations, the holistic calculation methodology is 

the preferred method with performance calculations based on component 

requirements allowed as a complement or alternatively

Member States shall put in place, in compliance with the aforementioned 

calculation methodology, minimum requirements for energy performance in order 

to achieve cost-optimal levels. The level of these requirements is reviewed every 

5 years
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Article 4: Setting of minimum energy performance 

requirements

Exemptions from minimum requirements

The following may be exempt from the application of the minimum requirements:

• officially protected buildings (for example historic buildings);

• buildings used as places of worship;

• temporary buildings;

• residential buildings intended for a limited annual time of use;

• stand-alone buildings with a total useful floor area of less than 50 m2.
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Article 5: Calculation of cost-optimal levels of 

minimum energy performance requirements 

A harmonised calculation methodology to push-up MS minimum energy 

performance requirements towards a cost-optimal level is set out in the Directive in 

a definition and an annex, and will also be refined in a committee procedure. MS 

will have to justify to the legislation if the gap between current requirements and 

cost optimal requirements is more than 15 %

A more detailed and rigorous procedure for issuing energy performance certificates 

will be required in MS.
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Article 6: New buildings and Article 7: Existing 

buildings  

When setting requirements, Member States may differentiate between new and 

existing buildings and between different categories of buildings.

 New buildings shall comply with these requirements and undergo a feasibility 

study before construction starts, looking at the installation of renewable energy 

supply systems, heat pumps, district or block heating or cooling systems and 

cogeneration systems.

 When undergoing major renovation, existing buildings shall have their 

energy performance upgraded so that they also satisfy the minimum 

requirements.
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Examples from the UK – Building regulations

Building Regulations:

 England: 6% reduction in CO2 emissions for new homes and 9% reduction in 

CO2 emissions for new non-domestic buildings, strict regulations for existing 

homes (e.g. on replacement of windows and boilers)

 Northern Ireland: improvements to energy efficiency standards for buildings

 Scotland: new homes built to 2015 standards will deliver 21% aggregate CO2

reduction compared to 2010, and new non-domestic buildings will deliver 43% 

reduction

 Wales: 6% reduction in CO2 emissions for new homes and 20% reduction in 

CO2 emissions for new non-domestic buildings, mandatory fabric u-value 

standards and improved fabric standards for walls and roofs
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Examples from the UK – Building regulations

Code for Sustainable Homes:

 Voluntary national standard to guide industry in the design and construction of 

sustainable new homes

 Enables the sustainability of new homes to be measured against nine 

categories

 Northern Ireland: new dwellings constructed under the Social Housing 

Development Programme are obliged to comply with the Code
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Examples from Germany - Building regulations

In 2002, Germany adopted 

its Energy Conservation Ordinance (EnEV) 

For the first time, this legislation provided a 

way of creating an eco-balance for a 

building by counting not only the 

useful energy provided to the building, but 

also the primary energy needed in the 

process, which includes losses in 

generation, distribution, storage, etc. 

EnEV also includes requirements for the 

quality of renovation steps, energy audits, 

and replacements for old heating systems. 

New homes must not consume more than 

60 to 70 kWh of energy per square meter of 

heated indoor area per year for heating and 

hot water.

Source: 2014 International Energy Efficiency Scorecard by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)

Source: http://energytransition.de/

http://energytransition.de/
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Examples from Italy – Building renovation

Key to achievement of the targets set by Italy to 2020

Following actions are planned:

• strengthening of the minimum energy standards for constructing new buildings 

and renovating existing ones  increase the number of nearly zero energy 

buildings, in line with the provisions of EPBD recast;

• consolidation of tax deductions, especially in the sector of residential-services 

sector renovations, which must be updated to boost their effectiveness and 

cost/benefit ratio;

• strengthening of incentives for the renovation of government buildings, which 

should set the example for the whole sector of energy efficiency in buildings;

• strengthening of the targets of the White Certificates scheme, which is mainly 

designed for the industrial sector but can play a major role in raising the 

economic operators’ awareness of energy efficiency issues.
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Examples from the UK – Requirements for New 

Buildings

A property must satisfy 5 key criteria to comply:

 The calculated CO2 emission rate must be below the 

Target Emissions Rate (TER) – measured in kg CO2 / 

m² of floor area per year

 The performance of the building fabric (u-values and 

permeability) should not be worse than the given design 

limits

 Appropriate passive control measures to limit unwanted 

summer solar gains, whilst maintaining adequate levels 

of day lighting

 The performance of the building as built must be 

consistent with the design intent

 Adequate information on operation and maintenance of 

the building services
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Examples from the UK – Requirements for 

Existing Buildings

When work is carried out on existing buildings, it should meet the minimum energy 

efficiency standards

Standards for newly constructed thermal elements, walls, roofs, roof windows, roof 

lights, improvements to fabric elements that are to become thermal elements
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Examples from Germany – Requirements for the 

public sector

It focusses on more ambitious levels

New buildings of the federal government must comply with the temporary nearly 

zero-energy standard, which is currently being amended

The new level shall be about 45% more ambitious than currently required

Using RES is obligatory for all public buildings, also in case of major 

refurbishments
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Examples from Italy – Requirements for the 

public sector

Public authority buildings are expected to set an example and to play a leading 

role

• Energy Performance and U-values for windows, floors, walls and roofs are set 

10% lower than those required for private buildings

• Seasonal efficiency for heating systems should be higher than (75+4logPn)%

• Only centralised heating systems are allowed

Leading role of public buildings emphasised in the NEEAP

• It foresees an observatory to be set up

• The aim of the observatory will be to build a reference framework on the status 

of implementation of energy efficiency programmes and their effectiveness

• Also, to support  the process of defining policies and specifying the 

implementation measures among institutions and stakeholders, public and 

private
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Examples from Germany – Existing buildings

Two different types of requirements

• Mandatory

• Conditional that come from refurbishment or replacement of a structural element

− Replacement of roof tiles

− New layers of plaster or wall coverings on outer walls

− Replacement of windows or glazing

• No requirements imposed for external part of the building if less than 20% of the 

relevant parts of the building are concerned

• All retrofitting obligations are also subject to the precondition of cost-

effectiveness
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Article 8: Technical building systems 

MS are required to set system requirements in respect of the overall energy 

performance, the proper installation, and the appropriate dimensioning, adjustment 

and control of the technical building systems which are installed in existing 

buildings. 

The system requirements shall cover at least the following:

• heating systems;

• hot water systems;

• air-conditioning systems;

• large ventilation systems;

• or a combination of such systems.

It applies to both new and existing buildings
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Article 9: Nearly zero-energy buildings 

As of 31 December 2020 new buildings in the EU will have to consume 'nearly 

zero' energy and the energy will be 'to a very large extent' from renewable 

sources.

Public authorities that own or occupy a new building should set an example by 

building, buying or renting such 'nearly zero energy building' as of 31 December 

2018.

The definition of very low energy building was agreed to: "nearly zero energy 

building means a building that has a very high energy performance, determined in 

accordance with Annex I. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required 

should to a very significant level be covered by energy from renewable source, 

including renewable energy produced on-site or nearby"

There is no specific target be set for the renovation of existing building, but 

Member States shall following the leading example of the public sector by 

developing policies and take measures such as targets in order to stimulate the 

transformation of buildings that are refurbished into very low energy buildings, and 

inform the Commission there of in their national plans referred to in paragraph 1.
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Examples from Germany – Nearly Zero-Energy 

Buildings

Mainly processed via an amendment of the Energy Savings Ordinance (EnEV)

The new aspects of the German energy saving legislation are mainly:

• A first approach to Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings (NZEB)

Source: Implementing the EPBD Concerted Action Energy Performance of Buildings
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Examples from Germany – Nearly Zero- Energy 

Building
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Examples from Germany – Action plan for 

progression to NZEB

Based on three pillars

1. Legal requirements

2. Financial incentives

3. Information campaigns to promote the 

energy efficiency in the building sector

Promoting research to develop new 

materials and processes is also 

important, as are pilot projects for the 

development of objectives, methods and 

ways to support local networks

A step-by-step approach towards NZEB: 

• One in 2014 and one in 2016, each 

with 

a reduction of about 12.5% Source: Implementing the EPBD Concerted Action Energy Performance of Buildings
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Article 10: Financial incentives and market 

barriers 

MS are required to draw up a list of existing and, if appropriate, proposed 

measures and instruments including those of a financial nature, other than those 

required by this Directive, which promote the objectives of this Directive

MS have to update this list every three years. And communicate it to the 

Commission
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Article 10: Financial incentives and market 

barriers 
Types of financial programmes and incentives on 
the energy performance of buildings

The role of available financial programmes and 
innovative mechanisms become increasingly 
important.

These cover a wide range of financial 
instruments from grants to VAT reduction and 
apply to a range of building types

There are steps underway to improve the 
availability of new financing instruments. 
Innovative approaches include:

• Energy Supplier Obligations, energy service 
companies, the use of EU Structural Funds 
more effectively and possible targets to 
renovate specific building sub-sectors which 
will require MS to “unlock” funding for such 
renovations.

Source: Buildings Performance Institute Europe (BPIE)
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Practical support initiatives

Concerted Action EPBD

• Concerted Action EPBD is a forum launched by the Commission to promote 

dialogue and the exchange of best practices between countries when it comes 

to reducing energy consumption in buildings.

BUILD UP Skills

• The BUILD UP Skills initiative helps train craftsmen, on-site construction 

workers and systems installers in the building sector. Its aim is to increase the 

number of qualified workers across Europe able to undertake energy efficient 

building renovations and help construct nearly zero energy buildings.

BUILD UP Portal

• The BUILD UP Portal brings together European experts on energy reduction in 

buildings. The aim is to share information and best practices.
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Examples from the UK – National Incentives and 

Subsidies

Dwellings constructed to achieve net carbon emissions of zero over the year are 

exempt from stamp duty tax

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) in England and Wales: Feed-in-Tariffs (FiT) for 

electricity generated on site from small-scale renewable electricity generating 

systems

Changes to EPCs through the addition of a new RHI section to the 

recommendations report accompanying the EPC: households wishing to receive 

RHI payments need to obtain an EPC displaying these figures before the 

installation can be accredited
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Examples from Germany – National Incentives 

and Subsidies

Numerous state, regional and municipal funding programmes in place for many 

years now

The Federal CO2 building renovation programme, along with the KfW programmes 

for energy-efficient building and renovation, is the highest-volume funding 

instrument in Germany. 

• KfW initiated investments running to just under EUR 162 billion between 2006 

and the end of March 2014. These funds were used to renovate more than 3.5 

million homes or to build particularly energy-efficient new homes and to 

renovate over 1,940 buildings for municipal or social bodies. 

Additional benefits to CO2 emission reduction: growth and employment 

• In 2013 alone, some 440,000 jobs were secured or created for a year. 

The coalition agreement provides for the CO2 building renovation programme to be 

maintained and stepped up.

* KfW: a bank owned by the Government, specialised in reduced interest loans and public subsidies
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Examples from Germany – National Incentives 

and Subsidies

Additional funding for energy-related building renovation (CO2 building renovation 

programme) 

• The KfW funding programmes for energy-efficient construction and renovation 

takes the form of low-interest loans,  repayment grants or investment grants, 

particularly for owner-occupiers. 

• EUR 1.5 billion a year were provided from the Energy and Climate Fund. 

• From 2013 onwards, the German Government has also established an 

additional programme of grants totalling EUR 300 million to supplement the 

existing CO2 building renovation programme over an eight-year period.

• The sum is expected to be distributed via targeted tax rebates to accelerate 

private investment in energy-saving renovations for houses and apartments.

€1 billion by 2019; expected to be distributed via targeted tax rebates to accelerate 

private investment in energy-saving renovations for houses and apartments.
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Article 11, 12, 13: Energy performance 

certificates 

Member States shall implement a system for the energy performance certification 

of buildings. It shall include information on the energy performance of a building 

and recommendations for cost improvements.

When a building or building unit is offered for sale or for rent, the energy 

performance indicator of the energy performance certificate shall be included in 

advertisements in commercial media.

When buildings or building units are constructed, sold or rented out, the certificate 

is to be shown to the new tenant or prospective buyer and handed over to the 

buyer or new tenant.

With regard to buildings where a total floor area of over 500 m² is occupied by a 

public authority and buildings with a total floor area of over 500 m² which are 

frequently visited by the public, the energy performance certificate shall be 

displayed in a prominent place and be clearly visible (this threshold shall be 

lowered to 250 m² on 9 July 2015).

Member States are responsible for putting in place a system of regular inspections 

of heating and air-conditioning systems in buildings.
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Examples from the UK – Energy Performance 

Certificates 
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC):

• Introduced as part of the EU Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

• Energy efficiency ratings of domestic and non-domestic buildings on a scale from 
A/A+ to G

• Assessment of age, size and fabric of the building

• Recommendations on measures to improve building energy efficiency

• EPC must be made available when constructing, renting out or selling a property

• Developer must submit a design state assessment demonstrating compliance

• Valid for 10 years

• As-built data include test results (actual or sample) 
for mechanical ventilation and air-tightness

• End of 2010: 5.7 million domestic and 210,000 
non-domestic EPCs registered

• Typical cost £50-100
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Examples from the UK – Energy Performance 

Certificates 

Energy savings in eligible buildings owned and occupied by central government:

• Target to be achieved by 2020 = 163.3 GWh energy savings

• Greening Government Commitments (GGC): sustainability targets covering 

government departments, including behavioural change, facilities management, 

estate management, energy efficient IT hardware and energy efficient 

technologies

• Energy Efficiency Plan for the Office Estate: reduction in the footprint of the 

estate, capital investments in energy efficiency, and behavioural change in staff 

occupying buildings in Northern Ireland

• Carbon Management Plan: 30% CO2 emissions reduction in Scotland, including 

targets for all public bodies

• Climate Change Strategy: 30% CO2 emissions reduction in Welsh 

administrative estate
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Examples from the UK – Energy Performance 

Certificates 
Display Energy Certificates (DECs):

• For public authorities and institutions providing public 
service to large numbers of persons occupying floor 
areas greater than 500m² (1000m² since 2008, 500m² 
since 2013 and 250m² starting from 9 July 2015)

• Energy performance of buildings based on actual 
energy consumption for the current year + 
performance recorded over the previous 3 years when 
available: historic data reveal potential improvements 
in buildings’ performances

• CO2 emissions rating on a scale from A to G

• Performance compared to a hypothetical building with 
performance equal to one typical of its type (the benchmark)

• Annually updated + cost-effective recommendations updated every 7 years

• Typical cost greatly depends on the size of the building and the complexity of the 
services
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Examples from Germany – Energy Performance 

Certificates 

Energy Performance Certificates 

(EPCs)

• First EPC introduced in 2002

• Grouped in 2 categories, based on 

the assessment method:

− Certificates on the basis of 

calculated demand and 

− Certificates on the basis of metered 

consumption

• Mandatory standard of EPD consists 

of 5 pages plus an annexed ‘template 

for the EPC display’

Draft of page 2 of EPC for residential buildings

Source: Concerted Action for EPBD Implementation
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Article 14, 15, 16: Inspection of heating and air-

conditioning systems 
Extended concept of heating and A/C systems, including accessible parts (not just 
boilers) and any type and fuel.

Advice as an alternative to inspection of A/C systems.

Reduced inspection frequency where an automatic monitoring and control system 
is used.

Different inspection frequencies based on the system type and the effective rated 
output, considering costs and prospective energy savings.

Changed reporting requirements for Member States to demonstrate that advice 
has equivalent impact to inspection.

Inspection reports to recommend cost-effective improvements and compare the 
performance with the best available feasible system of the same type, as well as 
alternative types.

For technical building systems, the proper installation, dimensioning, adjustment 
and control; upgrading where technically, economically and functionally feasible; 
and encouraging intelligent metering, automation, control and monitoring.
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Examples from the UK – Inspection and Advice

Advice on boilers:

• Extensive programme of information, grant schemes and regulation

• Heating installations energy efficiency checklist

• Guidance to purchasers via national governments, Energy Savings Trust and 

Carbon Trust

Inspection of air-conditioning equipment:

• All systems using more than 250 KW installed after January 2008

• All systems using more than 12 KW installed after January 2011

• Inspection every 5 years

• Technical Memorandum No 44 (TM44) as approved survey approach
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Article 17: Independent experts and Article 18: 

Independent control system 

Member States have to ensure that the energy performance certification of 

buildings and the inspection of heating systems and air-conditioning systems are 

carried out in an independent manner by qualified and/or accredited experts

Experts are accredited taking into account their competence

Control systems will be required by MS to check the correctness of performance 

certification.

MS will be required to introduce penalties for non-compliance. Member States 

shall lay down the rules on penalties applicable to infringements of the national 

provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take all measures 

necessary to ensure that they are implemented. The penalties provided for must 

be effective, proportionate and dissuasive. Member States shall communicate 

those provisions to the Commission.
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Examples from the UK – Independent Experts

Energy assessors must be member of a specialist Accreditation Scheme approved 

by government:

• Each Accreditation Scheme is responsible for ensuring that energy assessors 

are suitably qualified to conduct energy assessments and to ensure the quality 

of the assessments and any certificates or reports produced

• Different categories of assessors: On Construction Domestic Energy Assessor 

(OCDEA), Domestic Energy Assessor (DEA), Commercial Energy Assessor 

(CEA), Non-Domestic Energy Assessor (NDEA), Public Building Energy 

Assessor for Display Energy Certificates (PBEA), Air-Conditioning Energy 

Assessor (ACEA)

• Assessors need to demonstrate qualification and competence to meet the 

National Occupational Standard (NOS) to become accredited
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Examples from Germany – Energy performance 

requirements

In place since the first Thermal Insulation Ordinance in 1977. 

Over the last 35 years, they have been strengthen in 6 steps

Current Energy Saving Ordinance foresees two steps of strengthening for the 

years 2014 and 2016:

• The maximum primary energy demand is lowered two times by 12.5% each and

• The maximum heat transmission will be cut down in two steps of 10% each.

Since 2009, the use of renewable energy for heating in new buildings has been 

compulsory nationwide, and it has been expanded to public buildings and in some 

federal states to existing buildings.

The exact ratio depends on the chosen energy source: the given default solutions 

vary in share from 15% e.g. in the case of solar thermal power, to 50% in the case 

of geothermal heat.
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Energy Policy in Europe

2003 Directive 2003/87/EC - EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS)

2004 Directive 2004/8/EC – Promotion of Cogeneration

2005 Hampton Court – call for common and integrated EU energy policy

2006 Directive 2006/32/EC - Energy Services Directive (ESD)

2007 Treaty of Lisbon

2008 European Union Climate and Energy Package

2009 Regulation No 443/2009 – Emission performance standards for new passenger cars

2009 Directive 2009/125/EC – Eco-Design Directive (recast)

2010 Directive 2010/30/EU – Energy-Labelling Directive

2010 Directive 2010/31/EU - Energy Performance of Building Directive (EPBD - recast)

2012 Directive 2012/27/EU – Energy Efficiency Directive (EED)



DIRECTIVE 2012/27/EU

Energy Efficiency
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20-20-20 targets by 2020
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Directive 2012/27/EU

EU Energy Efficiency Directive = EU EED

Amending Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU

Repealing Directives 2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC

Set of binding measures to help the EU reach its 20% energy efficiency target by 

2020

All MS are required to use energy more efficiently at all stages of the energy chain: 

from production to final consumption

MS had to transpose the EED provisions into national laws by 5 June 2014

Directive 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on 

Energy Efficiency
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Article 3: Energy Efficiency Targets

MS must set indicative national energy efficiency 
targets (primary/final energy consumption, primary/final 
energy savings, or energy intensity)

MS targets must take into account the EU 2020 target 
(20% more energy efficiency)

National Energy Efficiency Action Plans (NEEAPs):

• First NEEAPs developed in 2007 to cover 2008-2010 
(for EU ESD)

• Second NEEAPS developed in 2010 to cover 2011-
2013 (for EU ESD)

• Third NEEAPs developed in 2013 to cover 2014-
2016 (for EU EED)

 For each MS, NEEAPS set out estimated energy 
consumption, planned energy efficiency measures 
and improvements expected to achieve

 New NEEAP every 3 years + annual report
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Article 4: Building Renovation

MS must establish a long-term strategy for mobilising investment in the renovation 

of the national stock of residential and commercial buildings, both public and 

private:

• Overview of the national building stock based on statistical sampling

• Cost-effective approaches to renovations relevant to building type and climate 

zone

• Policies and measures stimulating cost-effective deep renovations of buildings

• Forward-looking perspective to guide investment decisions of individuals, 

construction industry and financial institutions

• Evidence-based estimate of expected energy savings and wider benefits

Strategy must be updated every 3 years and be part of the NEEAP
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Article 5: Exemplary Role of Public Bodies’ 

Buildings
MS must ensure that 3% of the total floor area of heated/cooled buildings owned and 
occupied by central government is renovated each year:

• 3% rate is calculated on the total floor area of buildings with a total useful floor area 
over 500 m² that does not meet the national minimum energy performance 
requirements set in the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

• Starting from 9 July 2015, the area threshold will be lowered to 250 m²

• Renovation measures can consider the building as a whole, including building 
envelope, equipment, operation and maintenance

• Central government buildings with the poorest energy performance should be 
prioritised

Certain buildings can be exempted from the renovation obligation:

• Buildings officially protected as part of a designated environment or because of 
special architectural or historical merit

• Buildings owned by the armed forces or central government serving national 
defence purposes

• Buildings used for worship and religious activities
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Article 6: Purchasing by Public Bodies

MS must ensure that central governments only purchase products, services and 

buildings with high energy-efficiency performance, taking into account cost-

effectiveness, economic feasibility, wider sustainability, technical suitability and 

sufficient competition

This obligation also applies to the armed forces, provided that it does not conflict 

with the nature and primary aim of their activities (e.g. purchasing military 

equipment is not covered by this obligation)

MS must encourage public bodies to follow the exemplary role of central 

governments
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Examples from the UK – Purchasing by Public 

Bodies

Greening Government Commitments:

• Ambition to be the “greenest government ever”

• DEFRA’s* action plan for driving sustainable operations and procurement 

across government

• Government Buying Standards in procurement contracts to buy more 

sustainable and efficient products

• Flexible Framework for sustainable procurement: voluntary self-assessment tool 

to help organisations monitor and measure their progress on sustainable 

procurement

• Maximum Energy Performance ratings for different building types

* DEFRA = Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs
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Examples from Germany – Purchasing by Public 

Bodies

Biggest customer for goods and services in Germany, with a total value of around 

EUR 300 billion a year (around 13 % of GDP), is the public sector. 

• Public Procurement Regulation [Vergabeverordnung – VgV] states that the 

highest level of energy efficiency and, where available, the highest energy-

efficiency class should be demanded when procuring goods that have a bearing 

on energy consumption or are necessary to the provision of a service

• The General Administrative Regulation on the procurement of energy-efficient 

products and services [AVV-EnEff] obliges all Federal Government departments 

carrying out a requirements analysis to examine the aspect of the most energy-

efficient system solution and to consider energy consumption in the usage 

phase when producing the procurement documents

• Over and above these obligations, the Unfair Competition Act, the Public 

Procurement Rules for Services and for Construction and the Procurement 

Rules for Defence and Security also call for this type of procurement. 

• The BfEE also publishes lists of energy efficiency criteria for various product 

categories as an additional aid to contracting authorities
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Examples from Italy – Purchasing by Public 

Bodies

Action Plan for environmental sustainability and reducing energy consumption by 

public authorities adopted by Inter-ministerial Decree in 2008

Designed to spread among public bodies the practice of green procurement 

practices (GPP) delivering reduced environmental impact with regard to: 

• the consumption of natural resources (energy, water, etc.), dangerous 

substances content, emission of pollutants and waste production, 

• also taking into account economic aspects and social impacts (ethical and 

health and safety) of the goods, services and works over their entire lifecycle.

Additional sustainability criteria are being defined by the Ministry of the 

Environment for the following products/services/works:

• garden service and purchase of soil improvers, watering systems and 

ornamental plants, IT equipment, printer cartridges, street lighting (purchase of 

lamps and luminaires and lighting system design service), street lighting 

services, urban waste management services, road construction and 

maintenance, building construction and maintenance and urban furniture.
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Article 7: Energy Efficiency Obligation Schemes

MS must set up energy efficiency obligation scheme to ensure that energy 

distributors and retail energy sales companies achieve a cumulative end-use 

energy savings target by 2020:

• This target must be at least equivalent to 1.5% annual energy savings of the 

total energy sales to final customers

• Sales of energy used in transport and certain industrial activities can be partially 

or completely excluded from the calculation

• Energy savings achieved in transformation, distribution and transmission 

sectors (including efficient district heating and cooling) can be included in the 

calculation

• Energy savings resulting from measures implemented since 2009 and continue 

to have an impact in 2020 can be included in the calculation
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Article 7: Energy Efficiency Obligation Schemes

As alternative to setting up energy efficiency obligation schemes, MS may opt to 

take other policy measures to achieve energy savings among final customers:

• Energy or CO2 taxes 

• Financing schemes and instruments of fiscal incentives leading to application of 

energy-efficient technology or techniques 

• Regulations or voluntary agreements leading to application of energy-efficient 

technology or techniques 

• Standards and norms aiming at improving energy efficiency of products and 

services (including buildings and vehicles)

• Energy labelling schemes

• Training and education (including energy advisory programmes), leading to 

application of energy-efficient technology or techniques 
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Examples from the UK – Energy Efficiency 

Obligation Scheme

Energy efficiency obligation schemes:

• Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT)

• Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP)

• Energy Company Obligation (ECO)

 Alternative measure: stringent building regulations

• First introduced in the 1980s

• Progressively tightened

• Moving towards the introduction of the Zero Carbon Homes Standard in 2016
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Examples from Germany – Energy Efficiency 

Obligation Scheme

Unlike other MS (e.g. UK, Denmark) where a specific Energy Efficiency Obligation 

(EEO) Scheme has been introduced, Germany, in order to achieve savings target 

pursuant to Article 7 of the EED, introduced various strategic measures and 

packages that combine regulation, advice and support programmes. These 

include: 

• Standard-setting measures such as the Renewable Thermal Energy Act, 

• Measures to promote investment in the construction sector (such as renewable 

heat energy) through the aid programmes of the KfW for energy-efficient 

building and renovation, and also 

• Various programmes to promote investment in energy-efficient technologies by 

undertakings and measures to increase energy efficiency through information 

and advice, including the various programmes run by the Federal Government 

in the field of energy consulting.

These strategic measures should produce cumulative final energy savings of 459 

PJ in the period 2014–2020 and at least 1,121 PJ from ‘early action’ in the period 

2009–2013
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Examples from Italy – Energy Efficiency 

Obligation Scheme
Compliance with Article 7 of the EED through the white certificate scheme (Energy 

Efficiency Certificate (EEC)

Initially, incentive mechanism involved the setting up of a market in Energy 

Performance Certificates or White Certificates

GSE (Energy Service Operator) in 

charge of implementing, assessing 

& certifying savings

Energy efficiency improvement must 

be achieved at the point of use

National energy efficiency targets 

set periodically to be achieved by 

the obligated parties

Obligated parties: natural gas and 

electricity distributors with > 50,000 

end-user customers 

Voluntary participants: <50, 000 

customers, entities voluntarily 

appointing energy manager, entities 

with ISO 50001

Applications for EECs undergo 

technical and administrative 

assessment by ENEA or RSE;

GME (the energy markets’ operator) 

issues certificates after completing 

the assessment

A market for these certificates is 

active, with bilateral negotiations 

and access to exchange

On 31 May of each year GSE 

verifies the achieved targets. 

Penalties imposed in cases of non-

compliance

A tariff contribution is granted to obligated distribution companies to cover part of the costs 

incurred to achieve the objectives;

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10
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Article 8: Energy Audits and Energy Management 

Systems
MS must promote the availability to all final customers of high-quality and cost-
effective energy audits, carried out independently and by qualified and/or 
accredited experts, and implemented and supervised by independent authorities

• In-house experts or external energy auditors allowed

• MS must put in place schemes to assure and check auditor quality

• MS must establish minimum energy audit criteria according to Annex VI of the 
EU EED

MS must develop programmes to encourage SMEs to undergo energy audits and 
the subsequent implementation of audit recommendations:

• Support schemes or voluntary agreements covering energy audit costs and 
implementation of cost-effective audit recommendations

• Bring to the attention how energy management systems could help SME 
businesses

MS must develop programmes to raise awareness among households about the 
benefits of energy audits
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Article 8: Energy Audits and Energy Management 

Systems

MS must encourage training programmes for the qualification of energy auditors to 

facilitate the availability of sufficient experts

MS must ensure that non-SMEs are subject to energy audits by 5 December 2015 

and at least every 4 years from the date of the previous audit

Non-SMEs implementing an energy or environmental management system, 

certified by an independent body according to relevant European or international 

standards, are exempted from the 4-yearly energy audit obligation, provided that 

the management system includes an energy audit meeting the minimum criteria

Energy audits can stand alone or be part of a broader environmental audit, and MS 

may require the audit includes an assessment of the technical and economic 

feasibility of connecting to an existing or planned district heating/cooling network

MS can implement incentives or support schemes for the implementation of audit 

recommendations, provided that these do not interfere with the EU State Aid Law
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Examples from the UK – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems

Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting:

• All quoted companies need to report on their greenhouse gas emissions

• UK first country to make reporting in annual reports compulsory

CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme:

• Mandatory scheme for large, but non-energy-intensive, public and private 

energy users

• Encourages to prioritise investment in energy efficiency and cut carbon 

emissions

• Tailored combination of carbon price, mandatory standardised monitoring and 

reporting of energy consumption, and publication of aggregated emissions data
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Examples from the UK – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems
Climate Change Agreements (CCA):

• Tax discounts for energy-intensive industries in return for 

meeting energy efficiency targets

• Required to measure energy use

Green Deal

• Easily accessible and targeted information on potential 

energy efficiency to households

• Two-stage approach: EPC mandatory on property sale + 

tailored report based on actual occupancy information to 

identify the most 

cost-effective measures

• Support households to install insulation, draught-proofing, 

improved heating control, double glazing, renewable 

energy technologies (e.g. solar panels) 
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Examples from the UK – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems

Carbon Trust:

• Originally set up and funded by government

• Currently self-financing private company

• Energy assessments and energy efficiency recommendations

• Promotion of Carbon Trust Standard to businesses, which can be 

obtained by measuring, reducing and managing emissions and energy use (= 

energy management system)

Energy Saving Trust:

• Funded by government

• Advice on energy efficiency to businesses and households through the Energy 

Savings Advice Service helpline

• Free resources to energy efficiency professionals 

throughout the UK
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Examples from the UK – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems

Northern Ireland Invest:

• Free energy and resource efficiency audits for businesses

• Technical support to help businesses progress suitable projects to the point of 

implementation

• Energy issues addressed through site visits, audits and advice provision

• Energy efficiency advice loan and information service to provide information on 

grants available, how to access cash backs and any other offers available

• Factsheets and tips on saving energy in homes
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Examples from the UK – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems

Resource Efficient Scotland:

• Improving energy efficiency of SMEs

• Comprehensive information, advice and support to business 

and public sector organisations to implement energy efficiency 

measures, resulting in cost savings and increased competitiveness

• Site visits and audits, with focus on implementation of measures

Scottish Energy and Resource Efficiency Service (SERES):

• Virtual partnership bringing together existing business support and advice 

programmes delivered by a range of bodies

• Making it easier for businesses to access energy and resource efficiency advice
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Examples from the UK – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems

Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS):

• Legal requirement for large enterprises to carry out four-yearly energy audits 

meeting European requirements 
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Examples from Germany – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems
Germany has not yet fully transposed  Article 8.

The Parliament is currently treating a draft law aiming to transpose Article 8 paragraphs 
4-7 of the EED through a modification of the law on “energy services and other energy 
efficiency measures of 2010” 

The Government expects about 50.000 companies to be concerned by the new 
obligations. 

• According to its estimations (based on those of the European Commission) 
companies will have to spend about 4,000 Euros each per year in average to 
comply. 

• But interest groups consider probable costs to be much higher for companies with 
several sites especially if these are not similar in construction.

The Federal Authority for Energy Efficiency, BFEE (Bundesstelle für 
Energieeffizienz) will keep a list of companies and persons that offer energy audits as a 
service

Non-compliance with the obligation to carry out energy audits can entail fines of up to 
50.000 Euros
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Examples from Germany – Energy Audit and 

Energy Management Systems

Existing energy audit programme for SMEs

Established in 2008 as a “stand-alone” voluntary energy audit program for SMEs

Managed by the KfW, the German Promotional Bank

Grants for onsite energy audits for firms with less than 250 employees

Initial audit: 2 days, up to 80% of cost are granted

Detailed audit: up to 10 days and 60% of costs are granted

Report templates require detailed list of recommended measures 

Online database listing certified auditors

Use of “regional partners” (mostly local industry chambers and energy agencies) to 

establish contact between company and auditor

Is loosely connected to the KfW soft-loan programme for financing energy-

efficiency investments
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Examples from Italy – Energy Audit and Energy 

Management Systems

Begun in the industrial sector in the early 90s

European Funds were used to implement a wide-ranging energy audit campaign in 

central and southern Italy

Example: TREND10 programme in Lombardy Region, designed to promote and 

deliver high-quality energy audit, carried out by qualified experts, at manufacturing 

SMEs

• Overall project, incurred a cost of EUR 8.5 million (500 SMEs) and produced 

energy savings of some 4 000 toe.

Article 8 of EED influence: 183 organisations and 220 production sites had been 

certified standard ISO 5000111  (2014 data) achieving exemption from the 

obligation

To increase quality of energy services supplied: Italy has established that 24 

months after the transposition of EED, parties intending to perform energy audits 

must be certified under standards UNI 11352 and UNI 11339 or the forthcoming 

energy auditor certification standards
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Article 9: Metering

MS must ensure that final customers are provided with competitively priced 

individual meters accurately reflecting the actual energy consumption and 

providing information on actual time of use:

• Metering of electricity, natural gas, district heating/cooling, domestic hot water

• When an existing meter is replaced

• When a new connection is made in a new building or when a building 

undergoes major renovations
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Article 9: Metering

When MS implement intelligent metering systems and roll out smart meters:

• The metering systems must provide information on actual time of use to final 

customers

• Security of the smart meters and data communication must be ensured

• Meters must be able to account for electricity put into the grid from final 

customer’s premises

• Final customers must receive metering data upon request

• Appropriate advice must be given to final customers about the full potential

In multi-apartment and multi-purpose buildings with a central heating/cooling 

source or supplied by a district heating/cooling network: 

• Meters need to be installed at the heating exchanger or point of delivery

• Individual consumption meters need to be installed
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Examples from the UK – Metering

Smart Meter Programme:

• Roll out smart electricity and gas meters to all domestic properties and 

smart/advanced meters to smaller non-domestic sites by 2020

• Remove the need for estimated billing, help households better manage their 

energy consumption, facilitate faster switching between suppliers and drive 

more vibrant and competitive market

• Consumers in control of their bills by near-real time information, allowing them 

to reduce their energy consumption

• Data Access and Privacy Framework

• Smart Meters Equipment technical Specification (SMETS)

• Smart Energy Code

• Smart Meter Installation Code of Practice
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Examples from Germany – Metering

Intelligent measurement systems (smart meters) might push some consumers 

(e.g. industry and larger households) towards energy-saving behaviour and 

provide for variable tariffs to offer financial incentives 

A diverse market in measurement and metering services has already developed, 

covering a range of services such as local and remote meter reading, testing and 

replacement of meters and more far-reaching services such as account 

management, energy data management and energy controlling for larger 

customers. 

Launching the "Energy Savings Meter" pilot programme

• The Federal Government is launching a pilot programme in 2015 in order to 

support the development of the "energy savings meter"

• A combination of hardware and software captures the energy consumption of an 

electrical appliance such as a washing machine, refrigerator or ventilation 

system. If the old device is replaced, the software can track the new device's 

power consumption, compare it to the old device's consumption and display the 

savings since the replacement date - in euros or kilowatt-hours
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Examples from Italy – Metering

The Italian Regulatory Authority (AEEG), also acting ahead of the European 

Directive and of the subsequent primary Italian legislation, issued decisions 

favouring the installation of electronic electricity meters (Decision No 292/06) and 

on the installation of banks of gas meters (deadline 2016), with remote reading and 

remote control functions (Decision ARG/gas 155/08)

Italy launched the adoption of smart metering in the electricity sector on a 

voluntary basis, driven by the initiative of DSOs, in particular ENEL Distribuzione 

that is now mandatory

The Automated Meter Reading (AMR) infrastructure was completed on the 

initiative of ENEL which implemented a plan for the installation of some 36.7 million 

meters between 2001 and 2011, well in advance of the mandatory date
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Article 10: Billing Information

MS must ensure that billing is accurate and based on actual consumption:

• System of regular self-reading by final customers, communicating meter 

readings to the energy supplier

• Only when final customers do not provide meter readings for a given billing 

intervals, billing can be based on estimated consumptions or flat rates

Meters must enable accurate billing information based on actual consumption, and 

MS must ensure that final customers have easy access to information on historical 

consumption (to allow for detailed self-checks)

MS must ensure that final customers are offered the option of electronic billing 

information and bills, and that a clear and understandable explanation of how the 

bills were derived is provided
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Article 11: Cost of Access to Metering and Billing 

Information

MS must ensure that final customers receive all their bills and billing information for 

energy consumption free of charge

Distribution of costs of billing information for individual consumption of heating and 

cooling in multi-apartment and multi-purpose buildings must be carried out on a 

non-profit basis, but costs resulting from the assignment of this task to a third party 

can be passed on to the final customers (if reasonable)
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Article 12: Consumer Information and 

Empowering Programme

MS must promote and facilitate an efficient use of energy by small energy 

customers (including domestic customers)

Measures can include:

• Fiscal incentives

• Access to finance, grants or subsidies

• Information provision

• Exemplary projects

• Workplace activities

• Cost-effective and easy-to-achieve changes in energy use

• Information on energy efficiency measures
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Examples from Italy – Consumer information and 

empowering programme
Main instruments:

1. Incentives

2. Grants or subsidies

3. Provision of information

4. Flagship/exemplary projects

5. Workplace activities and energy saving education

Main entities providing information on energy savings and energy efficiency to 
SMEs and households are: ENEA, GSE and the Regulatory Authority for 
Electricity Gas and Water

Media used include radio, TV, web, newspapers and integrated projects

The success of the tax deduction scheme (55% and 65%) is mostly due to the 
liaising role played by the Ministry of Economic Development between the 
Government and the public in delivering information and raising awareness of 
the scheme
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Article 14: Promotion of Efficiency in Heating and 

Cooling

MS must carry out a comprehensive assessment of the potential to apply high-

efficiency cogeneration and efficient district heating/cooling

MS must adopt policies to encourage local and regional initiatives of using high-

efficiency cogeneration and efficient district heating/cooling, to develop local and 

regional heat markets

MS must carry out cost-benefit analyses to identify the most resource- and cost-

efficient solutions to meeting heating and cooling needs for:

• New thermal electricity generation installations with total thermal input > 20 MW

• Refurbished thermal electricity generation installations with total thermal input > 

20 MW

• Refurbished industrial installations with total thermal input > 20 MW generating 

waste heat at useful temperature levels

• New district heating/cooling network with total thermal input > 20 MW

• Refurbished district heating/cooling network with total thermal input > 20 MW
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Article 14: Promotion of Efficiency in Heating and 

Cooling

When there is a cost-efficient potential for high-efficiency cogeneration or efficient 

district heating/cooling, MS must take measures to develop the necessary 

infrastructure

MS must ensure that any available support for cogeneration is subject to the 

electricity produced originating from high-efficiency cogeneration and the waste 

heat being effectively used to achieve primary energy savings
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Examples from the UK – Promotion of Efficiency 

in Heating and Cooling

UK Heat Strategy:

• Heat networks have an important role in the transition to low-carbon heating

• Heat makes up about half of the UK energy consumption and contributes about 

one third to the country’s greenhouse gas emissions

• The Future of Heating: Meeting the Challenge

• Scottish Heat Generation Policy Statement
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Examples from Germany – Promotion of 

Efficiency in Heating and Cooling
The German government has set a target of a 25% share of CHP in the total power 
production by 2020. To meet this objective, a variety of support schemes including tax 
exemptions and premiums benefits, have been put in place

The Combined Heat and Power Act [Kraft-Wärme-Kopplungs-Gesetz — KWKG] is the 
key incentive programme in Germany for extending the use of CHP

Putting waste heat to work

• “Process heat” accounts for around two-thirds of the industrial sector's total energy 
consumption

• For SMEs, starting in 2015, companies can request assistance under the "SME 
Energy Consulting" programme operated by the Federal Office for Economic Affairs 
and Export Control (BAFA)

− The investments may qualify for funding under the "Investment Grants for the Use 
of Highly Efficient Generic Technologies in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises" 
programme and the Promotion of Energy-Efficient, Climate-Smart Production 
Processes programme

− As a rule, the more extensive the modernisation, the larger the grants

http://www.bafa.de/bafa/de/energie/querschnittstechnologien/
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Examples from Italy - Promotion of Efficiency in 

Heating and Cooling

Italy has a high use of CHP for power generation, potentially due to its policies to 

advance CHP

A policy that ensures premium prices for the production of energy from 

“assimilated” sources (corresponding to CHP or waste-to-energy power plants) for 

the first eight years of these systems’ electricity generation

This program, called the CIP6 programme, has spurred the development of CHP 

across the country since the mid-1990s

In addition, Italy’s the Legislative Decree No. 20/2007 called for an increase in the 

use of high-efficiency cogeneration in industry

• The legislation created incentives to support the diffusion of this technology in 

manufacturing and industrial facilities

• Incentives were for high-efficiency motors and inverters, mechanical vapour 

compression, and, more broadly, high-efficiency cogeneration.
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Article 15: Energy Transformation, Transmission 

and Distribution

MS must ensure that national energy regulatory authorities provide incentives for 

electricity and gas grid operators to make system services available to network 

users, permitting these users to implement energy efficiency improvement 

measures in the context of the continuing deployment of smart grids

MS must ensure that assessments are undertaken on the energy efficiency 

potential of their gas and electricity infrastructure: transmission, distribution, load 

management, interoperability, connection to energy generating installations, 

access for micro energy generators

MS must guarantee transmission and distribution of electricity from high-efficiency 

cogeneration, and provide priority or guarantee access to the grid of electricity 

from high-efficiency cogeneration

MS must maintain the reliability and safety of the grid by allowing high-efficiency 

cogeneration operators to offer balancing services on transmission and distribution 

systems

MS must ensure that national energy regulatory authorities encourage demand 

response
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Examples from the UK – Energy Transformation, 

Transmission and Distribution

Facilitation and promotion of demand side management (DSM):

• Network tariffs facilitate DSM and dynamic pricing: different charges reflecting 

the impact users have on the transmission system at different locations and 

times, encouraging reduced energy use during peak demand

• Capacity market: incentivise sufficient and reliable capacity (both supply and 

demand side) to ensure a secure electricity supply even during peak demand

• Roll-out of smart meters to facilitate time-of-use and other sophisticated tariffs
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Examples from Germany – Energy 

Transformation, Transmission and Distribution

Germany is still preparing to implement this requirement

Existing regulation around load management includes:

• The Regulation on interruptible loads [Verordnung zu abschaltbaren Lasten –

AbLaV]. This allows large consumer units connected to the high and very high 

voltage grid to undertake to throttle supplies in return for a charge, in the 

interests of network and system security

• Foundations for network-efficient load management in the low-voltage grid are 

provided by Section 14a of the Energy Management Act (EnWG)

− This provision provides for relief from network charges for controllable 

consumer installations such as heat pumps, electric storage heaters and, in 

the long term, electric cars
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Examples from Italy – Energy Transformation, 

Transmission and Distribution

Removal of tariff elements discouraging energy efficiency: 

• Main tariff distortion found the progressive nature of the household electricity 

tariffs on the basis of consumption

• A rebate granted to household customers with a contract demand of 3 kW

• These provisions are felt to discourage the use of efficient technology such as 

heating with heat pumps (due to higher electricity consumption)

Signals in grid tariffs to improve energy efficiency: transmission and distribution 

tariffs have been set for each user category in relation to each category's share of 

the peak load. Peak load is taken as the reference because the grid infrastructure 

is assumed to have been sized to meet peak demand

Tariffs stimulating demand response

Removing demand discrimination in participation in energy and services markets

Participation of aggregators in the services market
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Article 16: Availability of Qualification, 

Accreditation and Certification Schemes

MS must ensure that certification, accreditation and/or equivalent qualification 

schemes are available for providers of energy services, energy audits, energy 

managers and installers of energy-related building elements
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Examples from the UK – Availability of 

Qualification, Accreditation and Certification 

Schemes
Build Up Skills UK Project:

• Led by the Sector Skills Council

• Identify gaps and implement long-lasting training infrastructure to improve the skills 

related to the installation and maintenance of building energy efficiency technologies

UKAS (UK Accreditation Service) oversees the certification framework
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Examples from the UK – Availability of 

Qualification, Accreditation and Certification 

Schemes – Energy Service Providers
Energy service providers:

• Strict qualification and accreditation requirements for Green Deal providers

• EPC and DEC produced by accredited energy assessors using standard methods and assumptions 

(National Occupational Standard NOS) about energy consumption, to allow for comparison of energy 

efficiency of different buildings

• Energy assessors need to be registered with a government approved Accreditation Scheme

• Wide range of training and qualification opportunities for energy auditors: post-graduate level 

qualifications in energy and environmental management, energy auditor registers peer-reviewed by the 

Institute for Energy Management and the Energy Institute

• PAS 51215 (Publicly Available Specification): benchmark setting the level of competence for lead 

energy efficiency auditors compliant to conduct ESOS assessments

• Variety of training schemes and education packages for energy managers offered by the Energy 

Institute and the Institute of Environmental Management Assessment

• Installation of new building elements (windows, roofs, boilers, lighting systems, etc.) must be checked 

by the Local Authority Building Control or a private Approved Inspector, or carried out by a ‘Competent 

Person’
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Examples from Germany – Availability of 

Qualification, Accreditation and Certification 

Schemes

The EU project ‘BUILD UP Skills’ has shown for Germany that the necessary sets 

of qualifications are widely established in the training and masters’ examination 

schemes for the relevant occupations and that the relevant technologies and 

processes are well covered

Germany offers special accreditation systems for providers of energy services and 

certification systems for measures to improve energy

Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle GmbH (DAkkS): the appointed national 

accreditation body for Germany. 

• provides accreditation to certification bodies for management systems, 

products/services and people and to verification bodies for emissions trading. 

• also responsible for monitoring the 44 currently accredited certification bodies 

for energy management systems, which currently have around 280 technical 

auditors/experts.
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Article 17: Information and Training

MS must ensure that information on available energy efficiency mechanisms and 

financial and legal frameworks is transparent and widely disseminated to all 

relevant market actors: consumers, builders, architects, engineers, environmental 

and energy auditors, installers of building elements

MS must encourage the provision of information to banks and other financial 

institutions on the possibilities of participating in the financing of energy efficiency 

improvement measures

MS must promote suitable information, awareness raising and training initiatives to 

inform citizens of the benefits and practicalities of taking energy efficiency 

improvement measures

MS must encourage the exchange and wide dissemination of best energy 

efficiency practices
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Examples from the UK – Information and Training

Energy Efficiency Strategy:

• Lack of high-quality, trusted information is one of the key barriers to energy 
efficiency uptake

• Range of policies to support training and awareness-raising initiatives, such as 
Green Deal (‘Open Homes’ Network) and Energy Saving Advice Service

Green Economy Awards:

• Recognition of excellence in environmental responsibility and reconfiguration of 
business models around sustainability principles

• Three awards sponsored by government

Big Energy Saving Week:

• National campaign to help customers cut fuel bills and get all financial support 
they are entitled to

• Joint project between Citizens Advice, government, energy suppliers, Energy 
Saving Trust, Acre, Age UK and other voluntary and charitable organisations
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Examples from the UK – Information and Training

Green Deal Finance Company:

• Industry led consortium

• Universal low-cost financing to households for implementation of energy 
efficiency measures under the Green Deal

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI):

• Non-domestic

• Subsidy to promote the uptake of renewable heat technologies

Regular themed awareness raising events Northern Ireland:

• Electricity and gas suppliers have energy efficiency promotion obligation

• Advice on compliance, including a dedicated helpline

Northern Ireland Sustainable Energy Programme:

• Grants for the implementation of energy efficiency schemes for domestic 
consumers
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Examples from the UK – Information and Training

Warm Homes Scheme:

• Funding for more specific measures aimed at vulnerable customers in Northern 
Ireland

• Energy efficiency and heating measures aimed at reducing fuel poverty

Boiler Replacement Scheme:

• Grants to low-income households to replace old, inefficient boilers in Northern 
Ireland

• Addresses the dependence of households using oil as main heating fuel

Interest-free loans:

• Partnership between Northern Ireland Invest and Carbon Trust

• Help companies install new energy efficient equipment (£3,000-400,000)

Northern Ireland Renewable Heat Premium Payment:

• Help domestic households afford renewable technologies to heat their homes
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Examples from the UK – Information and Training

Home Energy Scotland Advice Centres:

• Funded by Scottish government and managed by Energy Savings Trust

Citizens Advice Scotland:

• Advice and support on energy bills and signposting for further help on insulation 
measures

• Network of local bureaux

Resource Efficiency Scotland:

• Comprehensive information, advice and support for SMEs

• Brings together expertise in management of energy, water and materials

Home Renewables Loan Scheme:

• Encourage behavioural change by providing funding for energy efficiency 
measures

• Support for Scottish households to install domestic renewable technologies
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Examples from the UK – Information and Training

Climate Challenge Fund:

• Funding for community groups that are tackling climate change through community 
led projects in Scotland

Resource Efficient Scotland SME Loans:

• Interest-free loans offered by Scottish government to SMEs, private landlords, non-
profit organisations and charities

• Funding energy efficiency measures and renewable technologies

• Loan schemes of £1,000-100,000 to install technologies to reduce energy 
consumption

• Boiler replacements, heating controls, wood fuel heating systems, etc.

Welsh integrated resource efficiency support service:

• Aimed at the domestic, community and public sectors

• Strengthening the businesses through Business Wales

Abed:

• Area-based scheme that installs measures in deprived Welsh communities
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Examples from Germany – Information and 

Training
Germany has a well-regarded system for training energy service providers, 
particularly in the construction sector

• The core of staff training system is a three or three-and-a-half year dual 
vocational course in which the practical training in businesses alternates with 
theoretical teaching in vocational colleges. 

• Standardised national testing schemes and curriculum plans in the relevant 
trades ensure people complete the training with comparable skills

Extensive education and training system for building workers. 

• Energy efficiency and renewable energies: around 315 courses (excluding 
advanced and masters’ courses and ignoring product training from industry and 
the wholesale sector). 

These qualification and training systems have been in place for several decades

For quality assurance purposes and to help to locate qualified and tested experts 
in this market segment, the German Government has created the list of energy 
efficiency experts, together with the BAFA and the KfW
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Examples from Italy – Information and Training

COLOR Project (Competency Learning Outcomes Recognition for migrants): 

promoting application of the ECVET system (validation of formal, non-formal and 

informal learning) in Italy.

“Quality Vocational Training in the restoration of heritage buildings” a project 

funded by the Leonardo da Vinci programme for quality restoration of buildings of 

historical and architectural value.

REE-TROFIT: “Toward an EQF scheme in the building sector: a training model 

supported by Chambers of Commerce”: promoting the identification of good 

practices and their national mainstreaming in the vocational training of energy 

efficiency operators and installers of renewable energy systems. 

Compener: a project funded by the Leonardo Da Vinci Programme, coordinated by 

ENEA which designed the detailed qualification framework, in accordance with the 

European qualification framework, for different roles in the energy field, including 

the energy manager and the energy certifier.
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Article 18: Energy Services

MS must promote energy services and access to these services by SMEs:

• Clear and easily accessible information on energy service contracts and clauses

• Clear and easily accessible information on financial instruments, incentives, 

grants and loans to support energy efficiency service projects

• Development of quality labels

• Publicly available list of qualified or certified energy service providers

• Model contracts for energy performance contracting for building refurbishment

• Best practices for energy performance contracting for building refurbishment 

(cost-benefit analysis using life-cycle approach)

• Points of contact, ombudsman
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Examples from the UK – Energy Services

Promotion of the Energy Services Market and access for SMEs:

• Model Energy Performance Contract + guidance note

• Best Practices Guide to Energy Performance Contracting: step-by-step process 
and clear identification of clauses that should be included to guarantee energy 
savings

• Guide to Financing Energy Efficiency in the Public and Private Sector

• List of available energy service contracts 

Information about the market and providers:

• Quality label: seal of approval for energy service providers

• List of available energy service providers

Supporting the proper functioning of the market:

• Handling of complaints

• Market regulation: the Competition Act (1998) prevents 
agreements which preclude, restrict or distort competition
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Examples from Germany – Energy Services

A version of ESCO with guaranteed loans

• Contracting allows entire energy retrofits to be performed by a specialised energy 
service provider and financed in instalments.

• Example: a deep retrofit of an entire office building. The contractor draws up a 
retrofit plan and commits to a certain level of savings based on the plan. The 
building owner (the client) pays the contractor a monthly contracting instalment once 
the retrofit is complete. The instalments continue for an agreed period, such as ten 
years.

• The funds for the retrofit are advanced by the contractor, who borrows them from a 
bank. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have always struggled to get 
loans for contracting work. 

• Guarantee banks are industry-operated banks that serve industry players. They 
grant deficiency guarantees for up to 80 per cent of the loan amount so SMEs can 
obtain financing

• The Federal Government has issued the "Project developers for energy savings 
contracting" funding guideline in order to educate SMEs and local authorities about 
this new method of financing retrofits.
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Examples from Italy – Energy Services

ESCO sector in Italy is quite diverse:1,900 units registered with AEEG in 2011; 

15% of them operating in the White Certificate scheme area

According to a recently study three most occupied areas are:

• Technologies for the generation and use of thermal energy

• CHP and CCHP systems, and

• Efficient buildings

Categories of energy services
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Article 19: Other Measures to Promote Energy 

Efficiency

MS must remove regulatory and non-regulatory barriers to energy efficiency:

• Split of incentives between owners and tenants of buildings

• Legal and regulatory provisions and administrative practices regarding public 

purchasing and annual budgeting and accounting

Measures can include:

• Incentives

• Repealing or amending legal or regulatory provisions

• Guidelines and interpretative communications

• Simplifying administrative procedures

• Education, training and specific information

• Technical assistance on energy efficiency
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Examples from the UK – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

For industry:

• EU ETS puts a price on greenhouse gas emissions and places a cap on 

emissions from electricity generation and the most energy-intensive industries

• Climate Change Agreements

• CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme 

• Mandatory Greenhouse Gas Reporting
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Examples from the UK – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency
For transport:

• Ultra-Low Emissions Vehicles (ULEV): long-term, comprehensive package of 
support for the ULEV sector, developing the market, grants for the installation of 
charging points (at home, on the streets and at train stations), consumer grants

• Eco-driving: included in the practical driving test, approved driving instructors 
need to follow the National Standard for fuel-efficient driving, lessons to 
business vehicle fleet drivers, publicly available information on potential 
financial and environmental benefits

• Green Bus Fund: encourage bus operators and local councils to switch to 
greener and quieter buses (hybrid, electric and bio-methane)

• Electrification of rail transport

• Freight Transport Association Logistics Carbon Reduction 
Scheme: driver training, performance monitoring, 
reduced empty running, improved routing and scheduling, 
aerodynamic devices and low-rolling resistance tyres, 
more efficient engines
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Examples from Germany – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

Introducing an electricity efficiency competition

• The Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy will launch the "STEP up!" 

competition in 2015 to challenge entities and individuals to come up with ideas 

for reducing their electricity consumption and submit them in a competition for 

subsidies. The initiative aims to maximise electricity savings while achieving the 

best possible value.

• How it works: instead of funding technologies or initiatives at a fixed rate like in 

conventional funding programmes, the Federal Government will pick the entries 

that promise the greatest electricity savings per euro of subsidies

• "STEP up!" enters its pilot phase in 2015. The Federal Government plans to 

distribute around EUR 300 million in funding through competitions by 2018. If 

the competition model proves successful, it will be retained, refined and possibly 

expanded after 2018.
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Examples from Germany – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

Enhancing KfW energy efficiency programmes

• KfW maintains low-interest financing programmes for improving the energy 

efficiency of production processes and equipment. 

• In the future, the value of its support will depend solely on the amount of energy 

saved. Put simply: the more energy a company can save with energy-efficient 

production processes and equipment, the less it will pay in interest on loans 

from KfW. It will also be much simpler to prove to KfW how much energy the 

efficiency measures will save.
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Examples from Germany – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

The Federal Government launched an initiative in cooperation with several 

umbrella organisations and a large number of trade associations to encourage 

companies throughout Germany to form voluntary energy efficiency networks

• In the networks, the companies - supported by an energy advisor - compare 

notes on energy efficiency and set concrete savings targets

• The initiative aims to establish up to 500 networks by 2020. All the networks will 

have to meet a standard set of requirements. For example, all companies have 

to undergo an energy audit before participating in the network

The Federal Government backs energy efficiency networks for local authorities, by 

launching a new funding programme, which will help municipal governments 

attract network participants, build and support the networks and maintain a high 

standard of quality

Energy efficiency managers can help identify energy efficiency opportunities within 

or across companies in business parks or other settings so they can be leveraged 

with the participating enterprises
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Examples from Germany – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

Labelling old, inefficient heating systems

• In 2016, the Ministry will introduce efficiency labels for old heating systems in 

order to encourage building owners to replace inefficient systems or improve the 

energy performance of their building

• Efficiency labels will be issued during on-site consultations, service calls or 

inspections by chimney sweeps, along with additional information on energy 

cost savings and suitable energy consulting services

• Within seven years, all the old heating systems in Germany ought to be labelled

Improving energy efficiency in sewage plants

• Sewage plants are among the most voracious consumers of energy in any 

municipality but with enormous potential for savings. Unfortunately, sewage 

plant processes are so complex that they require extensive expertise to 

optimise. To address this need, the Federal Government will promote energy 

assessments and analyses of municipal sewage plants as part of its energy 

consulting programme for local authorities
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Examples from Germany – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

Promoting energy consulting for farms

• The Federal Government is setting up the first-ever nationwide programme to 

incentivise farm energy consultations from 2016 to 2018. It will provide EUR 6 

million each year over a three-year period - enough money to cover 

consultations for as many as 4,000 farms

Encouraging energy efficiency in agriculture and horticulture again

• Starting in 2016, EUR 5 million in subsidies will be provided each year for a 

three-year period

• Agriculture and horticulture harbour enormous potential to conserve energy. 

Horticulture is particularly promising: 7,330 GWh are consumed every year in 

order to heat greenhouses and similar structures
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Examples from Germany – Other Measures to 

Promote Energy Efficiency

Transport

Transport accounts for 28% of total energy consumption and 17% of greenhouse 

gas emissions in Germany. The percentages may have fallen in recent years, but 

absolute traffic volumes continue to rise

The Federal Government has decided to take additional measure:

• This includes encouraging greater adoption of electric vehicles. For instance, 

commercial buyers of electric vehicles may be able to claim a special tax 

deduction

• Federal and state governments also plan to increase the percentage of electric 

vehicles in their fleets

• Other policies include promoting rail transport more, transporting cargo by barge 

instead of truck wherever possible and testing more energy-efficient commercial 

vehicles
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Article 20: Energy Efficiency National Fund, 

Financing and Technical Support

MS must establish financing facilities for energy efficiency improvement measures 

to maximise the benefits of multiple streams of financing (assisted by EC)

EC must facilitate the exchange of best practices between MS: annual meetings, 

databases, country comparison

MS can set up an Energy Efficiency National Fund to support national energy 

efficiency initiatives

Financial support can be provided by revenues from annual emission allocations, 

obligation schemes, penalties for non-compliance, etc.
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Examples from the UK – Energy Efficiency 

National Fund, Financing and Technical Support
Enhanced Capital Allowance scheme (ECA):

• Provides business with enhanced tax relief for investments in equipment meeting 
published energy saving criteria

Green Investment Bank (GIB):

• The world’s first investment bank dedicated to mobilising capital to green the 
economy

• Investments in environmental-friendly infrastructure projects which have insufficient 
support from private markets

Salix Finance Ltd:

• Grant funded by DECC providing loans to the public sector

• Improvement of energy efficiency in hospitals, schools and other public sector 
buildings

RE:FIT programme:

• Energy efficiency improvements to the public sector estate through energy service 
contracts
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Examples from Italy – Energy Efficiency National 

Fund, Financing and Technical Support

Kyoto Fund: for the subsidised financing of GHG emission reduction projects

Structural fund programming period 2014-2020 

• European Regional Development (ERD) Fund  makes up the largest share by 

far (about 70%) (see graph)

Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP): a unique model of multi-level governance 

in which local and regional authorities take the lead in increasing EE and use of 

RES in their territories.



OUTLOOK 1

Energy Efficiency: the “first fuel” of Europe
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Energy Efficiency – first fuel of Europe

Energy Efficiency Market Report 2014 

• IEA estimates that investment in energy efficiency markets worldwide in 2012 

was between USD 310 billion and USD 360 billion

• Investment in energy efficiency was larger than supply-side investment in 

renewable electricity or in coal, oil and gas electricity generation, and around 

half the size of upstream oil and gas investment

• Investment in energy efficiency is distributed unevenly across countries and 

energy-consuming sectors (buildings, domestic appliances, transport and 

industry)
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Energy Efficiency – first fuel of Europe

Energy savings equate to the entire fuel consumption of the European Union

• In 2011, energy savings from continued improvement in the energy efficiency of 

11 IEA member countries equalled 1 337 million tonnes of oil-equivalent (Mtoe)

• This level exceeded the total final consumption (TFC) from any single fuel 

source in these countries, and was larger than the total 2011 TFC for the 

European Union from all energy sources combined

• Energy efficiency savings in 11 IEA member countries were effectively 

displacing a continent’s energy demand
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Energy Efficiency savings compared to total final 

consumption (TFC)
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Energy Efficiency – first fuel of Europe

Energy efficiency in transport: A huge and growing market 

• Vehicle fuel economy standards now cover 70% of the global passenger light-

duty vehicle (LDV) market and will drive the market for more energy-efficient 

vehicles in the next five years

• New standards are estimated to lead to energy efficiency investments of USD 

80 billion annually out to 2020 and will save between USD 40 billion and USD 

190 billion in fuel costs

− An estimated USD 80 billion is spent per year on investments in energy 

efficiency in passenger LDVs

• Energy efficiency improvements in the transport system could reduce fuel 

expenditure between USD 40 billion and USD 189 billion annually by 2020 

depending on the adoption of new policies and scale of market implementation 

they achieve
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Energy Efficiency – first fuel of Europe

Energy efficiency is becoming an established financial market segment

• Energy efficiency financing has moved from being a niche to an established 

financial market segment

• Large amounts of public finance are being committed to energy efficiency

• Another important channel for public finance to energy efficiency is through the 

development aid programmes of bilateral and multilateral agencies

• Financial vehicles are being used to make energy efficiency more attractive to 

investors:

− ESCOs

− Clean energy bonds

− On-bill financing programmes



OUTLOOK 2

The Energy Union and its 

Energy Efficiency Components
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The Energy Union and its Energy Efficiency 

Components

Why an energy union?

• Biggest energy importer in the world — 53% at around EUR 400 billion a year

• Still an incomplete internal energy market, with some parts of the EU remaining 

isolated energy islands

• Renewable energy not fully integrated into the electricity system
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The Energy Union and its Energy Efficiency 

Components

Ambition:

• The Energy Union means making energy more secure, affordable and 

sustainable. 

• It will allow a free flow of energy across borders and a secure supply in every 

EU country, for every citizen. 

• New technologies and renewed infrastructure will cut household bills and create 

new jobs and skills, as companies expand exports and boost growth. 

• It will lead to a sustainable, low carbon and environmentally friendly economy, 

putting Europe at the forefront of renewable energy production and the fight 

against global warming

Steps forward:

• 2030 Framework for Climate and Energy 

• The European Energy Security Strategy in 2014
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The Energy Union and its Energy Efficiency 

Components

Focuses on five mutually supported measures:

• Energy security, solidarity and trust

• A fully integrated European energy market

• Energy efficiency contributing to moderation of demand

• Decarbonising the economy

• Research, Innovation and Competitiveness
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The Energy Union and its Energy Efficiency 

Components
Electricity

• Deploying Demand Side Response, using smart technology, linking wholesale and 
retail markets, phase-out of regulated prices, flanking measures to protect 
vulnerable customers

Renewables

• Waste to Energy

Climate action

• Legislative proposal to revise the EU Emissions Trading System, 2021-2030

Industrial competitiveness

• A new European energy R&I approach to accelerate energy system transformation, 
composed of:

− an integrated Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan

− a strategic transport R&I agenda

• Initiative on EU global technology and innovation leadership on energy and climate 
to boost growth and jobs
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The Energy Union and its Energy Efficiency 

Components

Transport

• Review of market access rules for road transport to improve its energy efficiency

• Master Plan for the deployment of Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems

• Review of Regulations setting emission performance standards to establish 

post-2020 targets for cars and vans

• Establishing a monitoring and reporting system for heavy duty vehicles (trucks 

and buses) with a view to improving purchaser information

• Review of Directive on the Promotion of Clean and Energy Efficient Road 

Transport Vehicles
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The Energy Union and its Energy Efficiency 

Components

Energy Efficiency

• Review of the Energy Efficiency Directive

• Review of the Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings including Smart 

Finance for Smart Buildings initiative

• Review of the energy efficiency framework for products (Energy Labelling 

Directive and Ecodesign Directives)

• Strengthening the targeted use of financial instruments to support investments 

in energy efficiency

Heating and Cooling

• EU strategy for Heating and Cooling – the contribution from heating and cooling 

in realising the EU's energy and climate objectives

Cross cutting measures

• Review of the Guidelines on State aid for environmental protection and energy
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CONCLUSIONS
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Energy Efficiency in the European Union

Long standing with energy initiatives started in late 1970’s

Today a comprehensive legislative framework that covers (among other things):

• Industry

• Buildings

• Products

• Cars/Vans

• Energy production

• Heat and power generation

Most of the legislation have been transposed into national laws by the Member 

States

There is criticism that what is stated in the NEEAPs will not achieve the expected 

savings
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